Vanessa is a mother of 4 who likes to quilt, sew, decorate, design and have fun. She is a well-known blogger, pattern designer and book author. She is known for her simplistic design and creative use of fabric.

Simply Colorful II
V and Co.

I really do need one more tote!

Simply Colorful II rounds out our rainbow fabric collection series, with what I believe to be the best part of the rainbow: GREEN, BLUE, PURPLE. Use and create with these beautiful jewel-toned colors together like we did in our Serendipity, Hop Skip Jump, and Butterfly kisses quilt patterns. Use them separately like we did in our Simply Color Books. Or use them all together with our first part of the rainbow collection of RED, ORANGE, YELLOW. Simply colorful to create rainbow goodness! However you use this collection, it will be a crowd pleaser for sure.

modafabrics.com
Simply Color

Look for Simply Color, a series of 6 books published by Lucky Spool. Vanessa gives you 6 projects specifically designed to feature each of the colors from her fabric line!

VC 1229 / VC 1229G
Butterfly Kisses
Size: 75" x 90"

modafabrics.com